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Depinning and anisotropic order in flowing and static vortex lattices in NbSe2
studied with magnetic decoration

M. Marchevsky,* J. Aarts, and P. H. Kes
Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leiden University, Niels Bohrweg 2, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

~Received 21 June 1999!

Vortex lattice dynamics is studied by magnetic decoration experiments on NbSe2 at fields of 20–70 G. At
depinning the motion begins along the principal lattice directions which are nearest to the direction of the
driving force. The periodicity in the direction transverse to the motion is preserved. Along the flow channels,
however, large variations of the intervortex spacing are observed. When the vortex lattice comes to a stop, the
static structure partially preserves the displacement characteristics of the moving lattice, as follows from the
anisotropy of the angular dependence of the vortex displacement correlator.@S0163-1829~99!07341-5#
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Recently a lot of theoretical and experimental attent
has been paid to the problem of depinning and flow of v
tices in type II superconductors under the applied driv
current. The developments of the last years were the pre
tion by Koshelev and Vinokur1 of the dynamic recrystalliza
tion of the vortex lattice in motion and, later on, the theory
the moving vortex glass proposed by Giamarchi a
LeDoussal~GLD!.2 The GLD theory predicts that a stat
vortex glass phase should transform to a moving glass w
growing correlation lengths as the external force is appli
In contrast, some recent theory and numerical simulati
predict the existence of a plastic flow regime between
static and dynamic glassy phases.3,4 The most recent theoret
ical results by Balentzet al.5 suggest that the dynamic pha
diagram may also include a novel vortex phase—a transv
smectic, which is intermediate between the low drive mov
liquid and the high drive moving glass phases. The no
dynamic behavior of the vortex matter predicted by the
theoretical models remains, however, to be tested experim
tally. Among the problems to be tackled is the evoluti
from the static lattice to the coherently moving lattice~or
glass! under application of the driving current and possib
intermediate flow regimes. Another side of the problem is
determine if the static structure of the vortex lattice and
way the lattice was created do affect depinning threshold
critical currents, as well as how fingerprints of the moti
can be quenched in the static structure. The latter trans
experiments,6,7 strongly suggest that the history effects pl
important role in lattice depinning and motion.

Below we show experimental data, obtained with ma
netic decoration technique. The experiments were done
single crystals of NbSe2, a type II superconductor withTc of
7.1 K and moderate anisotropy (g259). In order to visualize
the depinning of the vortex lattice, the following procedu
was used. The samples were cooled in an external mag
field of 1 kOe, to a temperature of 1.3 K, after which t
external field was removed. This resulted in the formation
the critical state in the entire sample. We determined
critical current densityJc ~1.3 K! from resistivity measure-
ments on similar samples and computed the flux profileB(r )
from the sample geometry.8 The typical remanent induction
in the middle of the sample was approx. 100–150 G. Fina
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the decoration filament was switched on for about 1 sec. D
to sample heating during the decoration procedure w
about 1.5 K, the critical current density decreases with 20
giving rise to relaxation to a new critical state with low
inductionB(r )2DB(r ). In the course of this relaxation vor
tices move from the sample center towards the edges. S
the heat pulse and deposition of the magnetic particles
intrinsically synchronized with each other, sel
synchronization of the decoration procedure with the vor
relaxation is achieved and the very onset of vortex mot
can be imaged. This technique builds on a method,9 imple-
mented earlier by us to visualize the dynamics of the fl
penetration.

The velocity of the moving vortices can be estimated
using the critical state model for a thin strip~or disk!.8 Sub-
stituting the sample dimensions~a long crystal of width
;300 mm) and the change in the local inductionDB(x)
induced by, as explained above, the short time (Dt50.5 s!
heating, the velocity of vortices passing through a line a
distanceD from the sample center can be calculated and
given by

v~D !5
1

2DDtB~D !
E

D

2D

DB~x!xdx.

For the region shown in Fig. 1 taken at approx. 50mm
from the sample geometrical center we obtainedv
'0.67 mm/s. The linear traces of the moving vortices a
clearly seen. Assuming that the actual vortex structure
sembles a triangular lattice flowing along one of its princip
directions, we estimatea0;0.55 mm corresponding to an
induction of ;65 G. It is intriguing that even at this sma
velocity of ;1 lattice spacing per second the periodicity
the moving structure in the direction transverse to the flow
preserved. Similar observations have been recently repo
by Pardoet al.10 The smearing of the structure inside th
flow channels due to motion does not allow us to draw
distinctive conclusion from a Fourier analysis, i.e., we ca
not decide whether a lattice~Bragg glass! or smectic flow is
observed. By looking at the pattern inside the flow chann
one can see the significant modulation of the amount of p
ticles along the channels and sometimes distinctively se
14 601 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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rated bright spots. Because the velocity of the moving vo
ces is small, one can imagine that some of the vortices ha
move during decoration and they are seen as bright s
rather then smeared lines in the decoration pattern. Cle
the distance between the neighboring ‘‘quasi-immobil
vortices varies strongly, as can be seen from the blow
image in Fig. 1. We therefore conclude in agreement wit10

that the overall flowing structure shows all the characteris
of the theoretically predicted vortex smectic phase.

In Fig. 2 the depinning of a vortex ‘‘single crystal’’ is
shown. Here, at the left the vortices are not moving an
well-ordered static lattice is seen, while at the right the latt
begins to move. This situation occurs close to the geome
cal center of the sample. A substantial ‘‘smearing’’ of t
two lattice directions non-parallel to the direction of the m
tion ~denoted by the arrows in the figure! at the very right of
the image indicates that a velocity larger than 0.5a0 /s is
achieved. It is clear that there is a gradual transition betw
the static and moving phases. We do not observe an inte
diate region of liquid flow preceding the moving order
phase~The liquid flow would be seen as disordered patte
without channels!. Instead, the transverse periodicity of th
moving structure is well preserved in the depinning proce
The correspondent deformation is highly anisotropic; me
ing that vortex lattice ‘‘elongate’’ along the direction of mo

FIG. 1. Decoration picture of a flowing vortex lattice,B'65 G,
v'1.2a0 s21. The structure retains its periodicity in the directio
transverse to the flow~denoted by the arrow!. Inset: the blow up of
the outlined part in the bottom of the main image. Inside the fl
channels the intervortex distance between the bright spots~which
are presumably almost nonmoving vortices! varies considerably,
suggesting an overall smectic order in the moving structure.

FIG. 2. Depinning of a vortex ‘‘single crystal.’’ Flow direction
is denoted by arrows. A transition from the static lattice~left! to the
flowing lattice~right! occurs without loss of structural periodicity i
the transverse direction.
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tion, the vortices are moving from high to low flux densitie
while the transverse metrics is preserved. This result may
considered as indirect evidence for the existence of the tr
verse critical current, predicted by the GLD theory and su
ported by recent numerical simulations.11

At lower inductions~20–30 G! the static vortex structure
consists of many misoriented grains. In view of the persist
long range order within the individual lattice grains, su
structures can be called a polycrystal, as has been discu
earlier.12 We believe the granular structure arises as a re
of nucleation and growth processes near the supercondu
transition. When the driving force is applied to such an o
entationally frustrated structure, the motion begins in the
rections of local lattice orientation in the grains which a
nearest to the direction of the driving force. The preferen
flow of the vortex lattice along its principal axis is consiste
with the earlier theoretical predictions by Schmid a
Hauger.14 In our case, this phenomenon gives rise to pref
ential motion of the ‘‘correctly’’ oriented grains with respe
to the ‘‘misoriented’’ ones. The pattern illustrating this b
havior is shown in Fig. 3. This image has been Fouri
filtered to enhance the contrast between the static and m
ing lattice parts. One sees ‘‘zig-zag’’ channels of vortex flo
embedded in a structure of static grains. Once again,
lattice tends to flow in the direction of its local orientatio
thus preserving its transverse periodicity, rather than follo
ing the mean direction of the driving force~which would
smear the decoration image of the flowing lattice!. One can
imagine that the critical force needed to set the lattice i
motion is anisotropic as well, depending on the direction
the driving force with respect to the local lattice orientatio
Similar flow patterns were observed in numeric
simulations13 of the depinning process. Our experimen
show that the misoriented grains play the role of intrins
large-scale inhomogeneities in the course of lattice dep
ning. The presence of these large immobile patches natu
suggests that the current distribution at the depinning is v
inhomogeneous, with most of the current flowing through
static patches. The net vortex~and current! flow becomes
more homogeneous, however, when most of the individ
grains are set into motion and gradually anneal to a m

FIG. 3. Depinning of a polycrystalline vortex structure,B'25
G. Individual lattice grains are depinned in those principal latt
directions which is nearest to the direction of the driving force. T
image has been Fourier filtered to enhance the contrast betw
moving and static lattice parts.
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unidirectional flow pattern. The results lead to the conclus
that initial static vortex configuration can actually defi
whether liquid or smectic flow regime will be established
depinning. This may be even more important at higher fie
and, especially in the peak-effect region where actual c
figuration and size of the defect free vortex ‘‘grains’’ mig
not only define the dynamics but also dimensions of the c
related regions for pinning and thus the local pinni
strength.

Our observations of the flowing vortex smectic pose
question if the large relative displacements of the vorti
along the flow channel directions can de traced back fr
the static vortex structure, after the driving force has be
removed. Below we analyze the VL decoration pattern o
NbSe2 sample after a field of 50 G was applied to a zero fi
cooled crystal atT51.3 K. This field ramp gives rise to th
penetration of a large vortex front towards the middle of
NbSe2 crystal. The entire pattern is shown in Fig. 4. A se
tion without topological defects consisting of 890 vortic
~as outlined in Fig. 4! was triangulated and taken for anal
sis. The induction is 22 G. We calculate the VL displacem
correlator. Instead of averaging over all directions we p
jected the relative displacements onto a certain axis defi
by the unit vectorew making an anglew with thex axis. The
angular dependent displacement correlator̂uw

2(r )&
[^@„u(r )2u(0)…•ew] 2& obtained with this calculation re
vealed a substantialw dependence for allr . To illustrate the
angular dependence, we calculate the correlator^uw

2(r )& for
fixed r with angular steps of 5° and then average it over.
The angular plot of (1/10a0)*0

10a0^uw
2(r )&1/2dr is shown in

Fig. 5. One sees that the maximum amplitude of vortex d

FIG. 4. Decoration pattern of a large flux front that penetrate
NbSe2 single crystal. A field of 50 G was applied at 1.3 K to th
zero field cooled sample. The pattern taken for further analys
outlined with the frame.
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placements is in the previous flow direction. This result c
be understood from the fact that at low fields at temperatu
well below Tc pinning is individual and after the driving
force is removed each vortex retains its position within t
range of the pinning force ('j!a0). The large fluctuations
of the intervortex distance inside the flow channels in
slowly moving vortex lattice are therefore partially preserv
in the static structure and can be measured from the dec
tion pattern. This suggests an interesting possibility to stu
the motion history of the vortex lattice by imaging stat
structures.

In conclusion, we performed decoration imaging of t
depinning process in the vortex lattice and found evide
for smectic flow for the vortex crystals set into motion. Th
picture of the depinning in ‘‘perfect’’ crystal suggest the pe
sistence of the transverse periodicity, large longitudinal
formations of the lattice and formation of the flowing vorte
smectic at low drive, with no preceding regime of the liqu
flow. Misoriented grains and defects of the static latti
cause, however, an overall disorder in the flow, with t
local flow matching the vortex lattice orientation closest
the direction of the driving force. The initial static vorte
configuration defines the degree of plasticity and flow dis
der at the depinning as well as the inhomogeneities in
current distribution. After stopping, vortex lattice retains fi
gerprints of the moving structure in the form of anisotrop
displacement correlation, with maximal displacement in
direction of the previous flow.

The authors are grateful to T. Giamarchi, V. Vinokur, a
A. Koshelev for stimulating discussions and to A. Wacsz
for NbSe2 single crystals. This work was part of the resear
program of the Dutch FOM, financially supported b
‘‘NWO.’’
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FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the vortex lattice displacem
correlator~averaged over 10a0) for the flux front pattern of Fig. 4.
The largest displacements occur in the direction of the previ
flow.
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*Present address: NEC Research Institute, Inc., 4 Independ
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